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courteous and reliable. We have used Terry (ATC Build) for many years for all sorts of projects including
bathroom/kitchen renovations, wall removals, room re-lining, decks, fences, and many other maintenance
and renovation jobs (large and small) around our rental properties in Palmerston North.
He has always been a pleasure to deal with and seeing we do not live in Palmerston North it is great to
have someone so honest and reliable to entrust with building issues that come up. We would happily
recommend Terry to anyone.
Claire - Melbourne, Australia.
I engaged Terry Christison of ATC Build Ltd to undertake a garage extension at my property in Palmerston
a) the extension needed to be exactly matched to the existing property, requiring particular (and not
commonplace) building formats
b) a very exposed rural site
Terry’s level of engagement.
He made sure he understood the “vision” that I had for the project, and where he believed that the technical
drawings for the extension did not match that “vision” he discussed alternatives and ensured delivery to the
insulation and a greater number of power outlets than had been scoped. With the variations to contract that
arose from these amendments, Terry was always clear about any costs involved, and worked to keep extra
costs to a minimum by re-use of materials made available from the existing building as a consequence of
the extension work. At no time during the building work were there delays other than ones outside of Terry’s
control; his own work was invariably fast, accurate and high quality. He dealt with delays due to weather
and late delivery by suppliers by keeping me fully informed at all times. In short, he took pride in his work
– and he also ensured that sub-contractor work met his high expectations, mostly by his actual choice
proceeded smoothly and with no issues raised. At the end of the project, the site was clean and the quality
of the work such that several visitors have not actually realised that the garage has been extended; the new
part of the building is so well integrated with the existing building that even people very familiar with our
home do not notice the difference. I am more than happy to recommend Terry Christison.
Dr. Tim Coolbear, Palmerston North, New Zealand.
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“We consider Terry is an excellent tradesman - absolutely honest, reliable and with exceptional building
skills. Nothing is ever a problem, Terry completes all his work to a very high standard of quality and we
would highly recommend his building skills”
Dave & Jo Hazlitt, Palmerston North.
Terry Christison has done building work at properties I manage for the last 18 months, he has done a
large range of work such as preparing a bathroom for a new shower, relining a shower, building fences,
renovations in kitchens, sanding floor boards, and general maintenance in homes. I have always found
Terry to be very prompt and reliable. His workmanship is of an extremely high standard and I will continue
to use Terry in the future.
Brenda Currie, Palmerston North.

